Lunar roving vehicles were carried to the lunar surface on Apollo flights 15, 16, and 17.
In Apollo 15 the astronauts drove the vehicle for 27.6km.
Expedition from outpost Expedition from outpost  One of the lasting lessons of the Apollo project is that surface mobility is key to improving human efficiency on the lunar surface. (Robert M. Bagdigian, ICES 2009 -01-2481 .
 For the next lunar landing we do not want to arrive at just any random destination.
 Instead the goal is a location of our choosing.  After their landing, the crewmembers will be able to explore the lunar surface from the outpost with the use of a logistics carrier and pressurized rovers.
 By operating the exploration system with a combination of logistics carriers and pressurized rovers, the crew can safely explore a much wider range with back up systems in an emergency.
During the expedition, life support systems and supplies for life support are not controlled from the lunar outpost. Rather their management is expected to operate individually at multiple points within the network. If the supplies are inappropriately stored at any inappropriately stored at any site site, regardless of whether or not there is a , regardless of whether or not there is a sufficient amount of supplies on the lunar sufficient amount of supplies on the lunar surface, this inappropriate storage will surface, this inappropriate storage will inevitably lead to a lack of supplies. inevitably lead to a lack of supplies.
  It is very important to develop a logistics
It is very important to develop a logistics network for the lunar surface and operation network for the lunar surface and operation method for the distributed life support systems. method for the distributed life support systems.
The purpose of this research is to provide a method for making such dynamic resource allocations in a logistics network.
The Lagrangian Decomposition and Coordination (LDC) method, which was developed for Advanced Life Support Systems (ALSS), is here applied to the study of logistics carrier operations planning in the logistics network. 
Each requirement for supply by the rover places a demand on the logistics carrier's activity and each such demand constitutes a job in this scheduling.
Formulation of logistics carrier operations by Formulation of logistics carrier operations by using using Lagrangian Lagrangian decomposition and decomposition and coordination (LDC) coordination (LDC) Decomposition to partial problems Decomposition to partial problems Solution of the relaxed Solution of the relaxed partial problems partial problems optimally by using optimally by using Dynamic Programming (DP) Dynamic Programming (DP)
 
If there are any competitions in solving partial problems, the If there are any competitions in solving partial problems, the procedure moves on to the next step. procedure moves on to the next step.
4.
Provides a feasible solution for the original problem based Provides a feasible solution for the original problem based on optimized solutions of the partial problems on optimized solutions of the partial problems This method does not suffer from the usual exponential increase in computational complexity in proportion to size of the problem.
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The operation schedule of the Logistics Carrier is calculated considering both the rover positions and supply possibilities.
Initial condition for two operation Initial condition for two operation schedules schedules
Amounts of initial oxygen storage Logistics Carrier： 28 CM-days Rover 1 and Rover 2： 14 CM-days which is a half requirement for two weeks Rover 1 = Rover 1 = {0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,0} {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,0} Rover 2 = Rover 2 = {0,0,1,2,3,4,5,5,5,4,3,2,1,0,0} {0,0,1,2,3,4,5,5,5,4,3,2,1,0,0} {0,0,1,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,2,1,0,0} {0,0,1,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,3 
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